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MULTIPLE-SATELLITE STUDIES OF MAGNETOSPHERIC SUBSTORMS: 

PLASMA SHEET RECOVERY AND THE POLEWARD LEAP 

OF AURORAL ZONE ACTIVITY 

T. Pytte, 1 R. L. Mc•herron, 2wM. G. Kivels•n, 2 H. I. West, Jr.,- and E. . Hones, Jr.- 

Abstract. Particle observations from pairs of 
satellites (Ogo 5 and Vela 4A and 5A) during 28 
plasma sheet thickening events are examined. 

These data indicate that thickening of the night- 
time plasma sheet during substorms occurs in two 
main stages, one early stage of single or mul- 
tiple expansions of the near-earth (geocentric 

distances r •< 15 R E ) plasma sheet at the onset of 
substorm expansions (Pi 2 bursts) on the ground 
and another later stage of plasma sheet recovery 
that starts near the time of maximum auroral zone 

bay activity and is characterized by a large- 
scale thickening toward higher latitudes that oc- 
curs over a broad azimuthal scale and from iono- 

spheric heights to beyond the Vela orbit 

(r • 18 RE). A detailed analysis of two-satel- 
lite observations during eight plasma sheet re- 
coveries is presented, showing events that oc- 
curred within 5 min in widely separated locations 

at small (<4 •) distances from the tail's mid- 
plane and evenns that occurred concurrently in 
the Vela orbit and at high latitudes in the near- 

earth region. Some events were accompanieldobY clear signatures of a poleward leap (to >7 mag- 
netic latitude) of electron precipitation and the 
westward electrojet that probably corresponded to 
an expansion poleward of the ionospheric projec- 
tion of the recovering plasma sheet. The eight 
plasma sheet recoveries occurred 10-30 min after 

a Pi 2 burst on the ground, and mid-latitude mag- 
netograms showed no indications of a near-coinci- 

expansion phase onsets [Kisabeth and Rostoker, 
1971; Clauer and McPherron, 1974; Wiens and 
Rostoker, 1975; Pytte et al., 1976a, b; Kamide et 

al., 1977] and that the westward polar electrojet 
sometimes expands westward in an impulsive, step- 
like fashion [Wiens and Rostoker, 1975]. The 
latter feature would indicate a similar steplike 
progression of activity also in the geomagnetic 
tail, as was originally suggested by Rostoker and 
Camidge [1971]. However, examinations of the 
plasma sheet dynamics in the near-earth region 

(r •< 15 RE•) [Pytte et al., 1976a] and in the Vela orbit (r 18 R•.) [Hones et al., 1967, 1973, 
1976] have show• no clear evidence of such azi- 

muthally localized phenomena in the tail. Thus 
the plasma sheet expansion signatures in the near 
tail during multiple-onset substorms, as observed 
by a single satellite near midnight, are nearly 
identical for each onset; there seems to be no 
systematic change with time indicative of suc- 

cessive onsets occurring in separate or in pro- 
gressively westward moving sectors. In the more 
distant tail, where the plasma sheet thins during 
this early phase of the substom, the most spec- 
tacular event is the plasma sheet recovery to 
about or greater than presubstorm thickness. 
This recovery too is apparently not localized but 
may cover a significant fraction of the tail's 
breadth [Hones, 1973]. 

Another apparent discrepancy between current 
substorm models based on ground data and models 

dent formation of a substorm current wedge in the based largely on plasma sheet observations is the 
local time sector of the spacecraft; this indi- 
cates that the plasma sheet recoveries and the 

poleward leaps were not caused directly by a late 
high-latitude substorm expansion. Instead, these 
phenomena seem to represent a transition phase 
between a substorm expansion sequence and a sub- 

storm recovery. 

Introduction 

Recent studies of the magnetospheric substorm 
using ground magnetic and auroral observations 

have revealed that substorms often have multiple 
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absence of any specific reference in almost all 

ground models to the 'poleward leap' of auroral 
zone activity. This phenomenon occurs late in 

substorms and is characterized by a sudden pole- 
ward displacement of bright auroras and of the 
westward electrojet from auroral zone (650-70 ø ) 
to low polar cap (475 ø) magnetic latitudes [e.g., 
Hones et al., 1970, 1971; Wolcott et al., 1976]. 
This same phenomenon is apparently responsible 
for the recently identified poleward displacement 
(to 475 ø ) of a detached region of field-aligned 
currents that seems to occur near the time of 

maximum auroral zone bay activity [Iijima and 
Potemra, 1978]. However, it may be significant 
that the identification of a poleward leap seems 
to have been aided by the observed close temporal 
relation of these auroral and ground magnetic 
signatures with the recovery of the plasma sheet 
in the Vela orbit [Hones et al., 1973, and refer- 
ences therein]; auroral data and standard mag- 
netograms alone are often not sufficient to dis- 

tinguish the poleward leap from a high-latitude 
substorm expansion. The incorporation of the 
leap as a separate phenomenon in ground substorm 
models therefore seems to depend on the existence 

of a set of ground signatures by which these phe- 
nomena can be separated. If no such signatures 
exist, it would indicate that the recovery of the 
plasma sheet in the Vela orbit is due simply to a 
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Fig. 1. GSM equatorial projections of 
satellite orbits during the intervals studied in 

this paper, superimposed upon the projections of 
magnetic field lines in the Mead and Fairfield 

[1975] MF73D model for 0 ø dipole tilt. 

substom expansion t.hat involves also the plasma 

sheet at r 4 18 _R E . 
The purpose of the present paper is to analyze 

these differences in current substorm models and 

to examine the nature of the poleward leap. To 
do this, we first show examples of clear signa- 
tures of a poleward leap (at the time of plasma 
sheet recovery) that were not accompanied by 
ground Pi 2 magnetic pulsations; this absence of 
Pi 2's appears to be an important feature which 
separates the poleward leap from a substorm ex- 

pansion. Next we present a detailed analysis of 
eight cases of plasma sheet recovery in different 
local time sectors of the tail that occurred near 

the time of maximum auroral zone bay activity but 
from 10 to 30 min after the last in a series of 

Pi 2. Six of these recoveries were observed 

within a time interval of less than 5 min by two 
satellites located at relatively small • distances 

from the tail's midplane (dZ <• 4 R•) The ab- 
sence of a near-coincident Pi 2 bu•s• is a clear 
indication that the plasma sheet recoveries too 
were not caused by a substorm expansion. Final- 
ly, we show that the plasma sheet recovery is not 
localized but may occur at widely spaced satel- 

lites (>15 R E east-west) and extend from the Vela 
orbit to the high-latitude near-earth region of 
the tail. These spatial characteristics, which 
appear to differ from those observed during sub- 
storm expansions, do not indicate westward pro- 
gressing or azimuthally localized plasma sheet 
phenomena in the tail. A model for plasma sheet 
dynamics during substorms based on th.ese obser- 
vations is therefore proposed. 

Data 

The magnetotail measurements used in this pa- 
per were obtained from the Ogo 5 and Vela 4A and 
5B satellites. Brief descriptions of the rel- 
evant instruments are given by West et al. 
[1973], Hones et al. [1972], and Bame et al. 
[1971]. 

We have selected for detailed presentation 
eight substorm intervals during periods of con- 
tinuous tracking of the Ogo and Vela satellites. 

The geocentric solar magnetospheric (GSM) equa- 
torial projections of satellite trajectories are 
shown in Figure 1, superimposed upon the pro- 
jection of field lines in the Mead and Fairfield 

[1975] magnetospheric field model for magneti- 
2). These field cally disturbed conditions (Kp • . 

lines intersect the earth at 70 (solid curves) 
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Fig. 2. Auroral zone riometer recordings (upper panels) and magnetograms (middle 
panels) and magnetograms (middle panels), together with high-pass-filtered rapid run 
magnetograms from mid-latitude and low-latitude stations (bottom panels) during two 
substorm intervals on September 4, 1969. Vertical dashed lines mark substorm 
expansion onsets as identified by the Pi 2 bursts ; _vertical solid lines mark the start 

o 

of a poleward leap of auroral zone activity to •71 corrected magnetic latitude. 
Local magnetic midnight (eccentric dipole time), indicated by dots, is at 41830 at 
Dixon and at 41905 UT at Zhelania. 
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and 75 ø (dashed curves) magnetic latitudes and 
serve to approximately map the satellite loca- 
tions to the ground. 

While previous studies of Ogo 5 particle 
measurements have established the occurrence of a 

near-earth expansion of •the plasma sheet at the 
onset of substorm expansion [Aubry et al., 1972; 
Kivelson et al., 1973; Buck et al., 1973; Nishida 

and Fujii, 1976; Pytte et al., 1976a; Pytte and 
West, 1978], the Ogo data presented here were ob- 
tained at such high magnetic latitudes or in the 
more distant regions of the tail where these sub- 

storm onset expansions, for reasons discussed be- 
low, are apparently not seen. Instead these data 

show plasma sheet thickening events of the type 
previously known mainly from studies of Vela 
data. Since the two types of thickening events 
appear to have different spatial and temporal 
characteristics, we shail refer to a thickening 
during ground-identified substorm expansions as a 
plasma sheet expansion and refer to thickening 
presumably correlated with a poleward leap as a 
plasma sheet recovery, though the leap itself may 
not always be identified in available ground 
data. 

Our timing of substorm expansion onset is de- 
termined by the onset of Pi 2 magnetic pulsa- 
tions; such bursts have been shown to be closely 

related to individual onsets of auroral and polar 

magnetic substorms [Rostoker, 1968; Saito, 1969; 
Pytte et al., 1976a, b; Sakurai and Saito, 1976]. 
Since there are some questions as to the local- 
ized nature of Pi 2's, we have used recordings 
from two or more stations at middle and low lati- 

tudes separated in longitude by from 430 ø to 
475 ø . 

The approximate longitudinal region of the 
substorm current wedge at the times of Pi 2's and 
at the times of plasma sheet recoveries is deter- 
mined on the basis of its characteristic signa- 
tures in ground mid-latitude standard magneto- 
grams [McPherron et al., 1973; Wiens and 
Rostoker, 1975; Pytte et al., 1976b]. 

Observations 

Multiple-Onset Substorms on 
September 4, 1968 

Figure 2 shows auroral zone magnetograms and 
riometer recordings, together with mid-latitude 
and low-latitude magnetic pulsation data, during 

two substorm intervals on September 4, 1968. 
During the 0915 UT substorm (left panel) there 
were five separate bursts of Pi 2 pulsations, 
each of which We regard as the onset of a sub- 
storm expansion. At 41117 UT, about 20 min after 
the last Pi 2, a sharp bay intensification oc- 
curred at College and Barrow. The Z recordings 

at College suggest a poleward shift of the center 
of the westward electro jet at about that time, 

from south (AZ > 0) to north (AZ < 0) of College. 
Furthermore, a few minutes earlier the region of 

•30-keV electron precipitation had expanded ' 
poleward to at least 71 ø latitude (Bar I in the 
upper left panel). These are the typical signa- 
tures of a poleward 'leap' of auroral zone activ- 
ity. 

Similar features are found also during the 
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Fig. 3. Observations of energetic particles and 
magnetic field at Ogo 5 and of particles at 
Vela 4A at 1800-2200 MLT in the tail on 

September 4, 1968. Distances from the estimated 

position of the tail's midplane (dZMR) are cal- 
culated by using the Fairfield and N•ss [1970] 
formula. Discrete Vela data points were obtained 
during low bit rate tracking. Vertical dashed 
lines and asterisks mark the times of ground Pi 2 

bursts. The IMF B z data (bottom panel) were 
obtained from the Explorer 34 (before 1400 UT, 

located at 420 R E near noon) and the Explorer 33 
satellites (after 1400 UT, at high latitudes near 
the front of the magnetosphere). 

•1614 UT a sharp onset of precipitation was de- 
tected at Zhelania, indicating a poleward leap of 
the precipitation region to higher latitudes as 
bay activity subsided in the auroral zone. In 

this case there was no clear signature of a 
poleward shift of the current,system, but the 
positive H disturbances at Cape Chelyuskin around 
1630 UT indicate continued activity to the north 
of that station. We therefore believe that a 

poleward leap occurred at 41614 UT, about 25 min 
after the last Pi 2. 

Figure 3 shows measurements of magnetic field 
and energetic particles at Ogo 5 and measurements 

of particles at Vela 4A in the evening sector of 
the magnetotail during these two substorm inter- 
vals; the GSM spacecraft locations are given at 
the top of the two upper panels. The vertical 
solid lines at 1117 and 1614 UT mark the observed 

subsequent 1346 UT substorm (right panel), during beginning of the most notable magnetotail event 
which eight Pi 2 bursts were observed. At at these radial distances, namely, the recovery 
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_• ...•-/ • keVl•• " ...... ."•,•' ,,"; ..... li boundary currents define an extended current • f - 570 2 • . '•'""" where B is the unperturbed field and AB is the 
perturbation caused by the sheet currents. Just 
before the satellite's entry into the plasma 
sheet the boundary apparently was nearly parallel 
to the GSM X-Y plane, the sheet normal pointing 
northward and a few degrees tailward. This al- 
most horizontal boundary indicates that the 

plasma sheet expanded essentially in the Z direc- 
tion, which is consistent with two-satellite ob- 

•-•w•r•'•r•ms• servations during other substorms presented ;, L , On?a' , below. , , II I , I , i I , I , I 
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Universal •ime Freceding these plasma sheet recoveries, there 
were some transient (5- to 10-min duration) in- 

Fig. 4. Details of transient electron and proton creases in electron and proton fluxes. Three 
bursts observed at Ogo 5 in the evening sector of successive particle events are shown in Figure 4, 
the tail during Pi 2 activity on the ground. together with another similar event observed 

of the plasma sheet [Hones et al., 1967]. At 
these times there was a large increase in par- 
ticle intensities at both Ogo and Vela, indi- 
cating a thickening of the plasma sheet as its 
outer boundaries expanded away from the tail's 
midplane. Earlier, we found that activity in the 
auroral zone near midnight expanded to higher 
latitudes (A > 71 ø ) around both 1117 and 1614 UT. 
This is the same close relationship between the 

during the weak substorm starting around 1850 UT. 
These particle bursts occurred shortly after a 
Pi 2 on the ground, but there was no systematic 
shortening of the time delays between Pi 2's and 
particle burst onsets suggestive of a source re- 
gion located progressively closer to the Ogo sat- 
ellite. Our interpretation of these transient 
bursts is discussed in the summary and discussion 
section of this paper. 

The bottom panel of Figure 3 shows the inter- 

plasma sheet recovery and the poleward leap that planetary magnetic field (IMF) B7. component ob- 
was found in a number of previous cases [Hones et served by Explorers 33 and 34. The available 
al., 1970, 1971, 1973; Wolcott et al., 1976]. data show that the IMF was predominantly 
Here we see that the recoveries occurred well southward during the multiple substorm expansions 
(•20 rain) after the last in a series of Pi 2 and that the 1614 UT recovery occurred near the 
bursts. time of a clear northward turning of the field. 
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September 6, 1969 
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Multiple-Onset Substorms on 
September 6, 1969 

The previous two examples of plasma sheet re- 
covery were observed when the two satellites were 

located in the evenings sector of the tail. The 
recoveries could therefore have been due to a 

westward shift or expansion of the disturbed sec- 
tor of the tail to include the locations of the 

satellites rather than covering a large range of 
local time as we have suggested. To study this 
possibility further, we next present observations 
obtained on Sept•nber 6, 1969, when one satellite 
was located in the early evening sector and an- 
other in the early morning sector of the tail. 
In contrast to the two previous events the events 
on this day were aiso accompanied by clear mid- 
latitude magnetic signatures. These signatures 
allow us to estimate the longitudinal location 
and extent of the substorm current wedge. 

Figure 5 shows the auroral zone (left panel) 

and mid-latitude (center and right panels) mag- 
netograms during three substorm intervals on this 
day. The three substorms starting at about 0232, 
0507, and 1006 UT where characterized by a rather 

rapid growth and decay of auroral zohe bay inten- 
sities. The associated recoveries of the plasma 
sheet at Ogo, marked in Figure 5 by solid verti- 
cal lines, occurred near or just after the time 
of maximum ground magnetic activity and about 30, 
10, and 25 min, respectively, after the last 
clear Pi 2 onset (Pi 2's are marked by dashed 
vertical lines). 

The simultaneous Ogo 5 and Vela 5B measure- 
ments obtained at 2000-2200 and 0000-0300 MLT, 
respectively, are shown in Figure 6. The Ogo 
particle data exhibit plasma sheet variations 
similar to those observed in the same local time 

sector on September 4, 1968 (see the previous 
subsection). Again this demonstrates that the 
eveningside plasma sheet at these radial dis- 
tances remains thin during the expansion phase 
except for short-duration bursts of particles 
during Pi 2 activity on the ground. At the time 
of the second (0605 UT) plasma sheet recovery at 
Ogo, the Vela satellite was probably very close 
to the tail's midplane, and the flux dropout that 
usually precedes a plasma sheet recovery was 
therefore not seen at Vela in this case. How- 

ever, the particle fluxes did recover to higher 
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July 16, 1969 
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stable levels within minutes of the recovery at 
Ogo. The 1110 UT recovery, on the other hand, 

was seen clearly also at Vela and therefore oc- 
curred over a local time sector of at least 5 

tures such as a mid-latitude positive bay and a 
Pi 2 burst and by a large-scale plasma sheet 
thinning at r 4 18 R_; the subsequent recovery of 
the plasma sheet occurred about 25 min later in 

conjunction with a poleward shift of the elec- 
trojet (which started near College at 41110 UT). 
The September 4, 1968, bay, on the other hand, 

was accompanied by no such signatures and oc- 
curred at the time of a plasma sheet thickening 
at 18 R_ and a poleward leap of activity near 
midnight. Thus although the end of a substorm 
expansion sequence cannot unambiguously be deter- 
mined on the basis of auroral zone data alone, 

the plasma sheet recovery, together with the 
absence of Pi 2 bursts, seems to provide a clear 
indication that a substorm recovery is in prog- 
ress. On this background we divided the 7-hour 

interyal of continuously enhanced AE activity 
from 40900 to 41600 UT on September 4, 1968 

(Figure 2), into two separate substorms, with ex- 
pansion phases lasting for about 90 and 150 min 
and each ending with a plasma sheet recovery and 
a poleward leap. 

Magnetospheric Substoms on July 16, 1969 

The events discussed in the previous subsec- 
tions suggest that the large-scale thickening of 
the plasma sheet during a poleward leap is accom- 
panied by a poleward expansion of the auroral 
zone precipitation region. If there is also a 

poleward expansion of the ionospheric projection 
along field lines of the outer boundary of the 
plasma sheet, there should be a thickening of the 

hours (•15 R• east-west). This near simultan½•ty plasma sheet towards higher magnetic latitudes 
of plasma sheet recoveries over this large region also closer to the earth than 15-18 R E . Such a 
of the tail, which we consider quite remarkable, spatial correlation is supported by measurements 
clearly demonstrates the large-scale character of from Ogo 5 and Vela 5B on July 16, 1969. 

such events. The plasma sheet was also thinning The auroral zone magnetograms shown in Figure 
near both satellites before the main bay intensi- 7 indicate four intervals of substorm activity, 
fication at 41046 UT. starting at about 1000, 1330, 1710, and 1900 UT. 

The mid-latitude magnetic signatures shown in Mid-latitude magnetograms (not shown) indicate 
Figure 5 indicate that the 0605 and 1110 UT that the 1000 and 1900 UT substorms were centered 

plasma sheet recoveries occurred near the time near local midnight, whereas the other expansions 
when the western edge of the substorm current apparently were too weak to cause clear mid- 
wedge (defined as the region of maximum D pertur- latitude signatures. 

bations) had reached the local time sector of Ogo The plasma sheet variations associated with 
(Honolulu at about 2000 MLT and Toolangi at about these four substorm intervals are readily ident- 
2100 MLT for the two substorms). However, the ified in the Ogo and Vela measurements obtained 
recovery at Ogo cannot be explained simply by a in the early morning sector of the tail 
westward expansion of the active sector of the (Figure 8). The four recoveries of the plasma 
tail to include the location of Ogo. This is be- sheet started near the time of maximum auroral 

cause the simultaneous Vela data clearly show zone magnetic activity (solid vertical lines in 
that the same recoveries occurred at similar Figure 7). 

radial distances also at 0100-0200 MLT, which was The plasma sheet events of main interest here 
in both cases to the east of the central meridian are those occurring at 41722 and 41924 UT, in 
of the wedge. both cases about 15 min after a Pi 2 onset (we 

The problem discussed in this paper of distin- shall return to the two preceding recoveries 
guishing between auroral and magnetic features later). At these times the Ogo satellite was as 

associated with substorm expansions and with the close to the earth as 7-10 R E and at -26 ø and 
poleward leap can be illustrated by comparing the -35 ø dipole latitude (in the southern hemi-,, 
signatures accompanying the 1046 UT negative bay sphere), respectively.. The corresponding north 
onset on this day with those accompanying the ap- invariant latitude of the ionospheric intercept 
parently equivalent onset at the same stations at of the field line through Ogo, determined by 
1117 UT on September 4, 1968 (Figure 2). As the field line tracings in the Mead-Fairfield MF73Q 
present analysis has shown, however, there are magnetic field model, was then 471 ø and 473 ø At ß 

significant physical differences between the two the same times the estimated latitude of the foot 
bays when magnetotail and Pi 2 data are looked of the Vela field line was near 72 ø This indi- ß 

at. Thus the September 6, 1969, bay was accom- cates that as a first approximation according to 
panied by clear ground substorm expansion signa- this time-independent field model, both space- 
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Fig. 8. Ogo 5 and Vela 5B measurements in the plasma sheet on July 16, 1969. 
Vertical dashed lines indicate substorm expansion onsets on the ground, and solid 
lines the onsets of plasma sheet recovery at Ogo. The dZ values for Ogo given in 
parentheses are estimated from a near-earth curved 'neutral' sheet that tapers into the 
magnetic equatorial plane at r •, 5 R E [West et al., 1978]. 

craft were on field lines typically reached by (1000-km altitude) high-latitude precipitation 
ground activity during a poleward leap. boundary. From the observed close correspondence 

The 1722 and 1924 UT recoveries occurred at between the shape of the energy spectra and the 
both spacecraft within an interval of 42 min over absolute directional intensities at all three 

radial separations of m7 and 10 R•., respectively. satellites they concluded that the essentially 
Also, the plasma sheet boundary r•ached first the isotropic electron fluxes at Vela and Ogo were 
satellite whose field line apparently intercepted the likely source for the low-altitude precipi- 
the earth at the lowest latitude (Ogo at 1722 and tation. Furthermore, field line tracings in the 
Vela at 1924 UT). This is additional evidence MF73Q model during these and other Esro passes 
for the large-scale character of these events and through the high-latitude precipitation region 
clearly supports our interpretation that the indicated the foot of the Vela and Ogo field 
thickening occurred toward higher latitudes both 
in the Vela orbit and closer to the earth at this 

particular stage in the substorms. 

Other important features of these same plasma 
sheet events have been reported in two recent 

studies. First, Pytte et al. [1978] compared the 
Vela and Ogo electron energy spectra obtained 
just inside the recovered plasma sheet with near- 
coincident, near-conjugate spectra obtained by 
the Esro 1A satellite near the ionospheric 

lines to be located poleward of the precipitation 
boundary when these satellites were in the tail 

lobe but equatorward of the boundary when they 
were located within the plasma sheet. Since the 
precipitation boundary typically is found at 

lower latitudes during the expansio R phase (<•70 ø) 
than during the recovery phase (m75 v) [e.g., 
Lundblad et al., 1978], there are good reasons to 
believe that the recovery of the plasma sheet, 
which in these two cases was observed concurrent- 
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TABLE 1. Spacecraft Locations and Temporal Relations During Correlated Plasma Sheet Events 

Event Date Plasma Sheet Thickening at Vela Plasma Sheet Thickening at Ogo Ogo-Vela 
Time Location Satellite Time Location Time difference 

UT X Y Z dZ * UT X Y Z dZ * min 
sm sm sm ns sm sm sm ns 

1 July 1, 1968 1810ñ -11.9 -11.9 7.2 3.5 4A 

2 July 1, 1968 2356ñ -9.9 -15.2 2.5 2.5 4A 

3 Aug. 12, 1968 1213ñ -16.5 2.9 7.3 3.9 •A 

4 Sept. 4, 1968 1117ñ -11.0 13.6 5.5 4.8 4A 

5 Sept. 4, 1968 1614ñ -14.2 10.0 5.8 3.3 4A 
6 Sept. 4, 1968 2240 -17.7 3.8 3.2 2.0 4A 

7 June 27, 1969 2225 -10.9 -13.5 6.0 4.0 5B 

8 July 14, 1969 0132 -13.9 -8.4 8.6 6.4 5A 
9 July 14, 1969 0450+ -12.9 -10.8 7.5 6.1 5A 

10 July 16, 1969 1146 -14.2 -4.1 10.9 7.5 5B 

11 July 16, 1969 1350 -14.1 -6.6 9.7 6.1 5B 

12 July 16, 1969 1724 -13.5 -10.9 5.9 3.0 5B 

13 July 16, 1969 1924 -13.0 -12.6 3.1 0.9 5B 

14 July 18, 1969 1906 -14.5 -8.0 7.9 3.2 5A 
15 July 26, 1969 2235ñ -16.2 -4.4 6.9 3.4 4A 

16 Aug. 8-9, 1969 0005 -17.0 -4.9 5.0 2.8 5B 

17 Aug. 9, 1969 0317 -16.6 -6.7 3.4 2.3 5B 

18 Aug. 10, 1969 1605 -11.9 8.7 10.9 6.9 5A 

1812 -11.1 -10.3 6.7 2.3 2 + 4 

2327 -7.2 -8.7 1.9 - -19 + 4 

1210 -13.1 0.7 4.2 0.8 -3 + 4 

1117 -16.6 12.1 4.0 1.8 0 + 4 

1614 -15.7 8.8 4.3 1.6 0 + 4 

2148 -12.8 4.7 3.1 0.8 -52 

2230 -15.0 -12.6 6.2 3.7 5 

0126 -10.6 -6.9 0.4 - -6 

0356 -7.7 -6.0 -0.7 - -54 + 4 

1042 -14.9 -4.8 6.2 3.4 -64 

1342 -13.0 -5.8 3.9 0.3 -8 

1722 -9.3 -6.0 0.1 -3.2 -2 

1925 -6.5 -5.1 -2.2 - 1 

1907 -17.7 -5.5 7.8 2.6 1 

2218 -14.9 -4.5 2.6 -0.7 -17 + 4 

2342 -14.2 -1.2 1.6 -0.7 -23 

0253 -11.3 -2.0 -0.4 -1.4 -24 

1555 -18.0 7.9 10.7 6.5 -10 

19 Aug. 13, 1969 1040ñ -16.2 3.7 7.7 5.4 5B 1040-1050 -18.5 9.1 7.9 5.9 0-10 + 4 

20 Aug. 13, 1969 1720ñõ -17.3 4.6 3.9 -0.6 5B 

21 Aug. 13, 1969 2143 -16.7 -7.7 0.3 -2.5 5B 

22 Aug. 27, 1969 0628 -14.3 8.9 7.3 7.4 5B 

23 Aug. 31, 1969 1740ñ -10.2 11.8 9.6 7.4 5B 

24 Sept. 5, 1969 1415 -13.4 11.2 5.6 3.6 5B 

25 Sept. 5, 1969 1700ñ -15.4 8.2 5.8 2.9 5B 

26 Sept. 6, 1969 0605ñ -18.2 -2.5 -1.3 -0.6 5B 

27 Sept. 6, 1969 1110ñ -16.7 -7.1 -2.9 -4.1 5B 

28 Sept. 6, 1969 1340ñ -15.6 -8.8 -3.9 -6.1 5B 

1732 -18.9 4.8 7.2 2.7 12 + 4 

2136 -18.0 2.3 5.7 2.5 -7 

0400 -14.6 3.6 0.8 1.0 -148 

1730 -16.9 12.3 6.9 4.8 -10 + 4 

1515 -13.5 16.0 6.7 6.7 60 

1718 -14.8 14.8 7.8 7.2 18 + 4 

0605 -16.2 10.9 1.9 2.5 0 + 4 

1110 -15.0 7.6 -1.1 -2.3 0 + 4 

1324 -14.1 6.3 -1.4 -3.8 -16 _+ 4 

*According to formula by Fairfield and Ness []970]. 
ñStore mode data, onset times uncertain by +4 min. 

õMainly heating of plasma. 

ly at r 4 7-10 and 18 RE, extended down to iono- (see Table 1) and compare their average spatial 
spheric heights. characteristics with those observed during indi- 

Second, Lui et al. [1977] analyzed the flow of vidual events. 
plasma at Vela in the plasma sheet boundary re- 
gion and found that the flow was generally 
sunward during both intervals of plasma sheet 
thickening. Just before the 1924 UT recovery 
there was a reversal fr•m antisunward to sunward 

flow, a signature previously associated with a 
tailward shift of an X type neutral line from 
earthward to tailward of the Vela satellite near 

the time of plasma sheet recovery [Hones, 1973, 
1977]. The simultaneous thickening at Ogo and 

In Figure 9 we have plotted the time differ- 
ence AT between the onset of plasma sheet thick- 

ening at Ogo and at Vela as a function of space- 
craft separation in the vertical (dZ), azimuthal 
(•), and radial (r) directions. These 28 events 
appear to fall into three different categories, 
depending on their temporal and spatial charac- 
teristics. The first category (22 events, shown 
as black dots) consists of plasma sheet recover- 
ies that were observed within 420 rain at both 

Vela during intervals of sunward flow is consist- spa•cecraft over spacecraft distances ranging up 
ent with our observations of a poleward expansion to 46 R in the direction normal to the tail's 

O o . 

of enhanced precipitation to high (>71 ø ) magnetic midplanEe, 453 in the azimuthal dzrection, and 
latitudes during the poleward leap and with the 

typically high-latitude (475 ø ) location of the 
precipitation boundary at this late stage in 
sub storms. 

Statistical Results 

The eight correlated Ogo and Vela events pre- 
sented above were selected to illustrate the 

plasma sheet behavior as observed by two satel- 

410 trio in the radial direction. A least squares fit a linear function between AT and AdZ, A•, 

an•d Ar indicates a significant increase of AT 
with increasing distance only in the dZ direc- 
tion. The regression line shown in Figure 9a for 
these events corresponds to a velocity component 
in the dZ direction of about 40 km/s. This is 

close to the value of 460 km/s obtained by Hones 
et al. [1973] on the basis of single-satellite 
measurements of delays between auroral zone bay 

lites at locations ranging from early evening to recovery and plasma sheet recovery at 18 cR•o• Our late morning hours. In this section we summarize analysis also shows some coupling in the rela- 
the main features of these and 20 other events tion function between AdZ and Ar which is con- 
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sistent with the approximate orientation of the 
expanding plasma sheet boundary inferred above. 
Of the eight events presented earlier, all but 
one (event 10 in Tablel)belong to this first 
category. 

The second category consists of three events 
(10, 22, and 24; open squares in Figure 9) that 

were observed when one of the satellites was more 

than 46.5 R•. from the tail's midplane. The time 
delays were-then 60 min or more, which is much 
longer than expected on the basis of time delays 
observed at smaller dZ. Two of these events were 

observed when the most distant satellite was 

moving toward the midplane of the tail (the situ- 
ation in the third case is not clear), indicating 
that the late entry of this satellite into the 
plasma sheet was caused by its motion into a vir- 
tually stationary plasma sheet rather than by a 

prolonged thickening. This interpretation can be 
illustrated by the two first events shown in Fig- 
ure 8. At the time of the 1042 UT recovery at 

Ogo, Vela was at dZ 4 7.5 R E and about 4 R_ ver- 
tically above Ogo. That the long delay of•64 min 
does not reflect a continuous motion of the 

boundary from Ogo to Vela is consistent with the 
short delay of only 8 min observed during the 
second (41340 UT) event when Vela was at 

dZ 4 6 R• but apparently farther away from the 
Ogo sateIlite than it was during the preceding 
event. 

The third category consists of three events 

(6, 9, and 17; open triangles in Figure 9). 
During these events the plasma sheet was observed 
to expand at Ogo in the near-earth region of the 

tail (r •< 15 RE) while it was first thinning and 
then recovering 28-54 min later at Vela 

(r 4 18 .RE). This different behavior of the 
plasma sheet in the same local time sector of the 
tail but at different radial distances has previ- 

ously been explained in terms of a model in- 
volving the formation and later tailward motion 
from earthward to tailward of Vela of an X type 

neutral line [Pytte et al., 1976a]. The longer 
delays observed for these cases may reflect the 

tendency for the X line to remain virtually sta- 
tionary in the near-earth region until the end of 
the expansion phase when it appears to move 
tailward. 

None of the events examined here belong to 
this last category. However, the long delays ob- 
served for these events are also reflected in the 

long delays often observed between the first Pi 2 
of a substorm and the subsequent plasma sheet re- 

covery (this delay was 490 and 4150 min for the 
two substorms on September 4, 1968 (Figures 2 and 
3)). 

Summary and Discussion 

Spatial Characteristics of PlasMa 
Sheet Recovery 

We have presented detailed examinations of 
eight cases of two-satellite measurements of the 
late plasma sheet recovery obtained from loca- 
tions in the early evening to late morning hours 
of the magnetotail. These recoveries occurred 
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Fig. 9. Summaries of the main temporal and 
spatial relations observed during 28 plasma sheet 
thickening events, showing the time difference AT 
between onsets of thickening at Ogo 5 and Vela as 
a function of spacecraft separations in a 
direction approximately normal to the tail's 
midplane (ADZ) and in the GSM longitudinal (A•) 
and radial (Ar) directions (AT is reckoned posi- 
tive in the direction of increasing dZ, •, and r). 
Events of particularly long time delays, marked 
with open symbols and labeled with numbers given 
in Table 1, belong to special categories dis- 
cussed in the text. The regression line in the 
upper left diagram is at the 95% confidence level 
of a linear least squares fit. 

near the time of a poleward leap of auroral zone 

activity or during the decay of auroral zone 
bays. In six cases of relatively small space- 
craft distances from the tail's midplane 

(dZ • 4 t•) but a wide range of east-west separ- ations, e recoveries at Ogo and Vela occurred 
within a time interval of less than 5 min. In 

the two remaining cases (41200 and 41400 UT on 

July 16, 1969; Vela was at dZ 4 7.5 and 6 R E , re- 
spectively) the delays were 64 and 8 min, re- 
spectively. This marked increase of time delays 
when one satellite was far from the midplane 

(dZ >• 6.5 R E ) suggests that the pla•na sheet in 
this region typically thickens to 46 Rv. half- 
thickness in 10-20 min and that the mu•h longer 
delays are caused by the motion of the distant 

satellite toward the midplane into a thick, vir- 
tually stationary plasma sheet. 

Two events on July 16, 1969, were observed 

concurrently in the Vela orbit (r 4 18 R E ) and at 
high magnetic latitudes in the near-earth tail 
(r 4 7-10 R•). Field line tracings in the Mead 
and Fairfield [1975] MF73Q model indicate that 
Ogo and Vela were then on field lines which 
mmpped to the ionosphere at latitudes typically 
reached by auroral zone activity during a 
poleward leap. . 

These spatial relations, which also agree with 
the main features observed during an additional 
20 two-satellite events (Table 1 and Figure 9), 
are evidence that the plasma sheet recovery is 
due to a thickening of the plasma sheet over a 
significant fraction of the tail's breadth which 
occurs essentially in a direction perpendicular 
to the tail's midplane toward higher L shells and 
from ionospheric heights to beyond the Vela or- 
bit. 
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Fig. 10. Two different phenomenological models 
for the plasma sheet dynamics during multiple- 
onset magnetospheric substorms. The Rostoker 
and Camidge [1971] model proposes that success- 
ive expansion onsets occur in adjacent westward 
shifted sectors of the tail, whereas our 

alternative model proposes that each onset 
occurs within a wedgelike region, shown in the 
upper middle diagram, that probably expands in 
azimuth. The plasma sheet recovery (upper right 
diagram) is a separate thickening event that 
covers a larger radial and apparently also a 
larger azimuthal region of the tail than the 
early plasma sheet expansions. 

Relations of Plasma Sheet Recovery to 

Substorm Expansions 

The plasma sheet recoveries examined in this 
paper, though they were not approximately co- 
incident with ground Pi 2 bursts, were preceded 
by as many as eight such bursts. These magnetic 
•ulsations were observed at stations separated by 
more than 30 ø longitude and are indications of 
individual onsets of substorm expansions. Seven 
of the eight recoveries at Ogo and Vela reached 
both spacecraft from 10 to 28 min after the last 
in such a series of Pi 2 onsets. Since these 

near-coincident plasma sheet encounters occurred 
at small distances from the estimated position of 
the tail's midplane and seem to result from a 
rapid motion essentially in the +Z direction, it 
seems reasonable to assune that these encounters 

also represented closely the earliest onset times 
of the associated plasma sheet thickening. Al- 
though at least one satellite was generally 
within about an hour of local time of a ground 

station that had been observing the preceding 
Pi 2 bursts, we find no indication that this 

thickening started at the time of a Pi 2. 
This relationship of plasma sheet recovery to 

substorm expansions on the ground is also indica- 
ted independently by mid-latitude standard mag- 
netograms. In cases when the presence and ap- 

proximate location of the substorm current wedge 
could be clearly determined, it has been found 
that the recovery may be observed by spacecraft 

in the tail even when the last substorm expansion 

was centered farther away from one or both 

spacecraft than were the preceding onsets. Also, 
there seems to have been no new wedge formation 
near the spacecraft at the time of a plasma sheet 
recovery. It appears, therefore, that these re- 
coveries were not caused directly by any separate 

substorm expansion which happened to occur in, or 
to include, the local time sector of the sat- 
ellites. 

The absence of Pi 2 pulsations near the time 
of a poleward leap seems not to agree with the 
observations of Wolcott et al. [1976] during two 
substorms that auroral zone magnetic pulsations 
intensified both at the time of auroral breakup 
and during the poleward leap. The latter 

pulsation activity, however, was probably associ- 
ated with the more turbulent ionospheric region 
near the westward electrojet, the jet being ob- 

served to pass over the station at that time, 
rather than associated with a separate substorm 
expansion. This interpretation is supported by 
the absence of any detectable Pi 2 onsets during 
the poleward leaps at another station located at 

mid-latitudes a little farther to the south. 

Relations of Plasma Sheet Recovery •to 
Substom Modeling 

To discuss these results in relation to the 

questions raised in the introduction, we compare 
in Figure 10 two models for magnetotail dynamics 
during multiple-onset substoinns. The main idea 
of the Rostoker and Camidge [1971] model, shOWn 
schematically in Figure 10a, is that successive 
substorm expansions occur in separate local time 
sectors (A, B, C) that are shifted progressively 
farther west in the course of a substorm. Ac- 

cording to this model, a satellite at any radial 
distance will experience a plasma sheet thick- 
ening (shown here as a diamagnetic decrease in 

the main (B X) field component since these authors 
used only magnetic field data) only when it is 
located within the 'collapsing' sector. 

Figure 10b shows an alternative model for the 
same type of substorms, where the temporal and 
spatial developments of substorm effects in the 
tail have been illustrated by the two different 
types of plasma sheet thickening events proposed. 
This model includes the more recent idea of a 

near-earth (r • 15 R E ) X type neutral line. The 
upper left part shows the wedgelike r&gion of 
activity during the substom expansion phase and 
an expanding plasma sheet earthward of the X 

line, whereas the upper right part shows a noon- 
midnight cross section at a later stage through 
the recovered plasma sheet. The different and 

much larger spatial coverage of the recovery in 
comparison with the plasma sheet expansions is 
indicated by different shading. 

The lower part of Figure 10b summarizes the 

observational basis for our model. At midnight 

near the center of the wedge (r m 12 R E ) the low- 
latitude plasma sheet often experiences multiple 
plasma sheet expansions, .in partly overlapping 
rather than separated local time sectors, in a 

one-to-one correspondence with ground Pi 2 bursts 
[Pytte et al., 1976a]. These expansions are 
probably accompanied by an average westward ex- 
pansion of the wedge, as indicated in the figure. 
In this near-earth region the recovery of the 
plasma sheet can be identified as a separate 
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phenomenon only at high latitudes (by a satellite 
not already deep inside the expanded plasma 

sheet). Our comparison with other ground and 
near-ionospheric observations indicates that the 
recovery extends to ionospheric heights, thus 
accounting for the poleward expansion of particle 
precipitation during the poleward leap. 

In the region tailward of the wedge near 

midnight (r • 18 R E ) the plasma sheet thins early 
in a substorm and recovers near the time of maxi- 

mum auroral zone bay activity [Hones et at., 
1967, 1973]. A satellite in this region may de- 
tect only small magnetic effects during the near- 
earth multiple expansions, except possibly near 
the midplane. This may be the situation de- 
scribed by Rostoker and Camidge [1971], showing 

small magnetic effects at r m 30 R E , but inter- 
preted by them to indicate azimuthally localized 
activity. However, they were not able to show 
that such effects were present at about the same 

radial distance but in a neighboring sector of 
the tail. 

In the evening sector at r m 18 R E the plasma 
sheet appears to thin early in substorms, later 
to be followed by transient particle flux in- 
creases during Pi 2 activity on the ground. 
These electron and proton bursts may be indica- 
tive of the satellite entering field lines con- 
nected to an acceleration region, possibly the 

reconnection region. Some bursts were preceded 

by magnetic B increases which started at the 
onset of Pi 2•s and which are consistent with the 
satellite initially being in the tail lobe inside 
the wedge. The particle bursts may then corre- 
spond to a temporary upward expansion of the 
plasma sheet. They appear, therefore, to be of a 
different type than the bursts observed near the 

midplane in and tailward of the Veta orbit [Hones 

et at., 1973], but accompanied by negative B Z 
[Terasawa and Nishida, 1976] . 

An important aspect of our model is the 
identified distinct transition from the substorm 

expansion phase to the interval of plasma sheet 
recovery. The duration of the expansion phases 
examined here, which we define as the interval 

between the first Pi 2 in a series and the plasma 

sheet recovery, ranged from <•30 min to more than 
2 hours. Thus there seems to be little basis for 

the idea that the thickening starts near the 
earth early in a substorm, reaching the Veta 
orbit, purely by coincidence, near the time that 
activity on the ground approaches its highest 
latitude. Instead our observations show that the 

recovery may occur concurrently in the near-earth 
region and in the Veta orbit at the time of a 
distinct change in magnetotail dynamics. 

Previous studies of plasma sheet recoveries 
[Hones et at., 1973; Hones, 1977] have suggested 

that the recovery at 18 R E is related to a 
tailward motion of the X Iine from earthward to 

tailward of that location. As is shown in the 

present paper, the recovery often occurs after a 
long series of substorm expansions. Observations 

of the IMF B•. component (bottom panel of Figures 
3, 6, and 8)-indicate that these substorm expan- 
sions occurred during southward IMF and that the 

plasma sheet recovery sometimes appear to be 
triggered externally by a northward turning. 

It has been suggested that an interruption of 
substorm expansions, leading to plasma sheet re- 
covery, may occur as a result of a tailward 

pressure that is built up in the near-earth 
region of the tail during enhanced field line 
reconnection, choking the earthward magneto- 
spheric convective flow and eventually forcing 
the X line to move tailward [Pytte et al., t976a; 
Vasytiunas, 1976]. Since it is likely that this 
Buildup is influenced by both the dayside merging 
rate and the tail reconnection rate, the plasma 
sheet recovery may be triggered both externally 

and internally. In the latter case the recovery 
may be caused indirectly by the last stronger 
substorm expansion and start near the peak of 
that expansion. 

While the plasma sheet recovery, as well as 
the different plasma sheet dynamics early in a 
substorm in locations earthward and tailward of 

r m 15 RE, can be explained consistently in terms 
of a near-earth neutral line model [Russell, 1972; 
Hones et at., 1973; Nishida and Nagayama, 1973; 
Pytte et at., t976a], the observational evidence 
for the existence of such a line has been 

recently called into question [Lui et at., 1976; 
Akasofu, 1977]. Also, it has been claimed [Frank 

et at., 1976] that the processes previously asso- 
ciated with a neutral line occur within a spa- 
tiatly limited 'fireball' (overall dimension 

1-5 R E ) rather than along an extended line. How- 
ever, recent more detailed examinations of both 

magnetic signatures and the low- and high-energy 
particle data near the region of an assumed 
neutral line during substorm onset [Hones, 1977; 
Caan and Hones, 1978] show that most of this 
criticism can be answered in terms of this near- 

earth neutral line model. Also, the large-scale 
character of the plasma sheet recovery, as shown 
also by Hones et at. [1976], indicates that the 

neutral line, at least at this late stage in a 
substorm, often has a cross-tail dimension much 

larger than that anticipated for a 'fireball.' 
These results may also influence the defini- 

tion of the various substorm phases. According 
to the classical definitions of Akasofu [1964] 

based on observations of the auroral substorm, 

the substorm recovery phase starts when activity 
has reached its highest latitude and starts to 

return toward the equator. The phenomena dis- 

cussed in the present paper, the plasma sheet 
recovery and the poleward leap, appear to occur 

after and separated from the substorm expansion 
phase but before the beginning of the recovery 
phase. Apparently, plasma sheet recovery does 

not belong to either phase but may represent a 
separate phase lasting for 10-20 min and located 

in time between the two classical phases. 

Conclusions 

The present analysis of 28 two-satellite ob- 

servations of plasma sheet thickening events 
shows no indication of a systematic westward 

progression in the tail predicted by current 
substorm models or of any continuous radial 
motion expected if the thickening started near 
the earth at the first substorm expansion, 

reaching the Vela orbit, purely by coincidence, 
near the time that auroral zone activity reached 
its highest latitude. Instead we find evidence 
that the thickening during substorms occurs in 
two stages, one early stage of plasma sheet ex- 

pansions in the near-earth tail near the onsets 
of substorm expansions (Pi 2 bursts) on the 
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ground and another later stage of plasma sheet 
recovery covering a wide sector of the tail and 
ranging from ionospheric heights to beyond the 
Vela orbit. The signatures on the ground accom- 
panying the plasma sheet recovery, an enhancement 
of particle precipitation and magnetic activity 
at low polar cap latitudes in the absence of Pi 2 
bursts, probably correspond to an expansion 
poleward of the ionospheric projection along 
field lines of the recovering plasma sheet. 

These relations indicate that the plasma sheet 

recovery and the poleward leap are not caused 
directly by a high-latitude late substorm ex- 
pansion but rather can be explained in terms of a 
tailward motion of the tail reconnection region. 
Our results also indicate that the plasma sheet 

recovery and the poleward leap may provide the 
clearest signatures during prolonged enhanced AE 
activity that a substorm expansion sequence has 
ended and that a substorm recovery is in 
progress. 
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